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The Winners

Welcome to newsawards 2015 and to a Winners Book that
showcases our industry’s pioneering printed innovation
alongside technical, digital and commercial excellence.
The newsawards have evolved from The Newspaper
Awards, which have been a significant and successful
event in the UK news media calendar for 18 years.
However, the pace of change and the huge structural
shifts within the industry meant that it was time for a
fresh approach. The new format focuses clearly on the
three distinct areas of print, digital and business, and has
the full support of all our stakeholders – many of whom
have been sponsors since the first event in 1997.
We all understand that our customers no longer expect
to wait for news. Nor should they have to. News is instant,
it is Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and several thousand
websites. However, the appetite remains strong for the
printed news behind the news, for quality content and indepth editorial features. The newsawards are not editorial
awards; they focus on excellence in print and in digital
and commercial sectors of the business – the overall news
brand. The mode of news delivery may be changing and
moving forward but successful brands that draw their
lifeblood from quality content grow stronger by the week
and gain greater audiences by the hour.
That is the crux of the main issue facing news
publishers, as our 22 judges found during three days of
tough and challenging deliberations. Despite the huge
growth in platforms and audience, the general decline in
print profits are still funding digital growth. Publishers are
focusing more than ever on increasing digital revenues
while exploring innovations that sustain print. As this
Winners Book testifies, news publishing is tough and
robust, and has the resilience to ensure that it emerges
strongly from recent years of structural and financial pain.

Almost 50 printing plants in the UK and Ireland have
disappeared in the past decade as publishers have
contracted out to bigger, faster and more efficient third
party presses. This evolution has enabled publishers
to concentrate on what they do best, and printers to
do likewise with some of the best print quality seen
anywhere in the world. We are among the world leaders
too in digital development and multi-platform audience
growth.
In terms of output – via print, tablet and mobile – the
industry has never been stronger.
As chairman of the judging panels, I should like to
thank, on behalf of the newawards 2015 team, the 22
industry experts who gave up a total of three days
to assess the print, digital and business entries – the
print panel alone scrutinised nearly 1,000 individual
newspapers.
Our thanks, as ever, are also due to all our sponsors, and
in particular our headline sponsor Fujifilm, for hosting two
days of the judging process. Thanks too, to the Internet
Advertising Bureau for hosting the Digital and Business
awards judging day. An event like this just cannot happen
without such fantastic support.
I have said it before and will say it again: Many
challenges lie ahead for news media. However, our
extraordinary industry has the vision, the technology and
the skills to prosper, both digitally and in print.
Gary Cullum, editor and publisher, PJ
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The Judges

The Awards

Pictured left, the newsawards 2015
Print categories judging panel

The Grand Prix – The Total Package

Back row, left to right:
Mick Crawley, operations and projects manager,
Westferry Printers; Brett Lawrence, director of
production, newspapers, Guardian News & Media;
Kevin Smith, senior production manager, St Clements
Press; Mark Ellington, group technical services director,
Newsprinters; Guy Forester, head of operations,
newspapers, D C Thomson; George Brittain, group
logistics director, Johnston Press; Duncan Ellam, print
manager, Newsquest Oxfordshire and Wiltshire;
Paul Shorey, assistant production director, Telegraph
Media Group.

Print

Seated, left to right:
Sarah Cox, editor, Bedfordshire on Sunday;
Michael Brown, general manager, North East and
publishing sales director, Trinity Mirror Printing;
Gary Cullum, PJ editor and publisher and chairman of
judges; Graeme Clifford, Midland News Association
print managing director; John Gay, head of operations,
London Evening Standard, The Independent and i.

Pictured left: the Digital and Business categories
judging panel
Left to right:

Russell Borthwick media consultant; David Schruers,
director, Comarteq; Shaun Jordan, digital sales director,
Trinity Mirror Solutions; Tom Curtis, head of MediaCom
Beyond Advertising UK; Paul Coffey, director for

business development/media buying solutions
(northern & central Europe) Google; Clare O’Brien,
senior industry programs manager, Internet Advertising
Bureau; Simon Andrews, consultant/Addictive Mobile;
Will Smyth, chief digital strategy officer, EMEA,
Omnicom Media Group; Paul Hood, digital director,
Archant London.
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print
digital
business
The Total Package
We are delighted to congratulate the winner of the
2015 Fujifilm Grand Prix. This year, the premier
award of the evening has been changed to reflect the
importance of ‘The Total Package’ – the most compelling
offering of print, digital and business initiatives.
We are proud to support an award that reflects the
changing landscape of news media and the winner who
has harnessed the power of print and digital to produce
a leading business model.

t

Fujifilm Grand Prix
The Total Package

This year sees a significant change to the Fujifilm Award,
with one judge commenting that the new Grand Prix
was the key award that now ‘went to the very crux of the
matter as far as the news media industry was concerned’.
The Grand Prix for 2015 is awarded to the news media
brand that brings together the most cohesive and
compelling ‘print-digital-business’ offering to the market
– The Total Package. As one judge remarked, the secret is
not just to put all your eggs into the print or digital basket
but to find commercially viable and creative solutions that
harness the strengths of both.
Generally, the quality of entry was excellent. However,
judges felt some submissions missed the brief by
either focusing too much on a single case history or by
failing to demonstrate how they used print and digital
technologies/solutions together to ensure sustainability
and future success.

Winner

Eastern Daily Press
The Eastern Daily Press has brought renewed confidence to the
regional newspaper sector with its campaigns that have raised
hundreds of thousand of pounds for local organisations and charities
and a print and digital transformation that has led to a record
audience. ‘This entry shows innovation and endeavour which will
ensure that EDP remains a relevant community brand’. Judges were
particularly impressed that a local newspaper brand with limited
resources was able to deliver such a compelling entry combining
print and digital success. EDP has ‘reinvented itself and is adding
huge value to the community while returning excellent figures. A
real triumph!’

Highly Commended

Trinity Mirror – The Mirror Missing top spot by the narrowest of
margins, 2014 was the year that the three strands of print, digital and
business strategy came together at The Mirror. It broke the mould for
national newspapers when it became the first in the UK to integrate
the print edition’s newsdesk with the digital news operation to
create one, strengthened, cross-platform team. ‘A new clear strategic
direction across digital, print and business elements has provided a
springboard for its strong results’. ‘A really savvy proposition.’

Commended

Newbury Weekly News ‘Excellent, innovative ideas being put to
fantastic use with limited resource. A really impressive combination
of web and print.’
The Guardian As one judge said ‘A hugely confident newsbrand
with an impressive digital presence’. However, although the entry
contained impressive stats, there was little mention of print and
online co-ordination.
The Independent Judges were impressed by The Independent’s clear
commitment to print while developing its digital audience with
really brave and innovative launches.
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Newspapers choose
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continue to optimise their traditional production environments. Agfa Graphics
cloud solutions offer an answer. At the same time, creating new profitable
businesses in digital publishing becomes key. And once again, Agfa Graphics
is on hand with the Eversify mobile solution.

We understand newspapers, which is why newspapers choose Agfa Graphics.

www.agfagraphics.com/newspapers

The
Print
Awards

Newspaper Printer of the Year
The Agfa Premier Awards

This was the category that, perhaps not surprisingly,
drew the most comment and plaudits from the panel.
The quality of the submissions was exceptionally high,
thereby tasking judges with meticulous scrutiny of each
of the printer’s publications that had to demonstrate
consistent production quality across three consecutive
days. Superlatives such as ‘beautiful, exceptional and
immaculate’ peppered the judges’ score sheets.

National Winner

Westferry Printers (Daily Star, Daily Express)
As one judge remarked ‘Westferry’s titles really stand out from the
crowd… fantastic quality’. Several judges remarked on its superb
quality images and particularly high standard of colour reproduction.
‘A plethora of colour images, both editorial and commercial, which
are crisp, evenly inked and in perfect registration. Fantastic quality’.

Highly Commended

Newsprinters Broxbourne and Knowsley (The Times, The Daily
Telegraph) An extremely close second place. ‘Incredible print quality
with perfect ink density throughout’. Judges praised the entry that
comprised copy from two different print plants.

Commended

Guardian Print Centre (The Guardian, The Observer) ‘Fabulous copy –
all involved should be proud’.
St. Clements Press (Financial Times) ‘A great-looking print product
with some vibrant images on pink paper stock.’
Trinity Mirror Printing Teesside (Daily Mirror, Sunday People) ‘A nice
product with high quality printing and good registration.’
Trinity Mirror Printing Watford (Daily Mirror, The Independent)
‘Superbly sharp printing… clean and vibrant.’

Regional Winner

Interpress NI (The Irish News, The Impartial Reporter, Down Recorder)
The Interpress titles were, in one judge’s opinion ‘the clear winner
with fantastic consistency across all its entries’. Another remarked
that it was ‘a very impressive entry with three superbly printed
titles… beautiful print quality, lovely weighty paper.’

Highly Commended

Discovery Print, Dundee (The Courier, The Press and Journal, Evening
Express) ‘Great consistency across all titles and excellent use of
colour. Beautifully printed.’

Commended

Archant Print (Eastern Daily Press, East Anglian Daily Times,
Ham & High) ‘Consistent and clean with exceptional colour density.’
Mortons Print (Hackney Citizen, Hull Daily Mail) ‘Strong definition
and good, clean printing – does justice to the great content.’
Newsquest Glasgow (Evening Times, The Herald) ‘Nice heavy paper,
clearly printed and well-defined content supported by production
quality.
Sheffield Web (Harrogate Advertiser, Eastwood & Kimberley
Advertiser, The Yorkshire Post) ‘Stunning photographic reproduction
and excellent registration throughout.’
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EXCITING
VIEWS
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The
Print
Awards

Printed Innovation of the Year
The UPM Paper Premier Award

Judges were united in their praise for the innovation
and creativity displayed by the submissions in this
international category. Judging a spread of entries
that could be newspapers, supplements or standalone
initiatives designed to enhance print performance,
the panel was required to nominate the candidates
that displayed the best creative and commercial print
implementation. While the panel applauded the spread
of bold, engaging and ingenious concepts on the table,
a winner stormed ahead because it both fulfilled all the
criteria and delighted the judges.
Winner

Newbury Weekly News – Augmented Reality 3D
The panel loved it and had great fun getting the 3D digital dinosaur
to walk across the table! ‘Entertaining, engaging, highly innovative…
will appeal to adults and children alike and brings fun and creativity
to the printed product’. Several judges also commented on its
versatility and inherent opportunities for application across several
platforms. All in all ‘a very cool idea’.

Highly Commended

The Daily Telegraph – Double Panoramic Poster ‘A first in the UK.
Great execution and superb quality.’

Commended

Guardian Print Centre – Posters ‘Eye catching, well handled – a novel
idea. Great innovation by the workforce.’
Rheinische Post – Poster ‘Fantastic reproduction and good use of
technology.’
Sächsische Zeitung – 3D Print ‘A very interesting concept and nicely
printed.’
The Sunday Times – Super Panoramic Poster ‘Great layout – stunning
quality.’
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The
Print
Awards

National Newspaper of the Year
The manroland web systems Premier Award

This year, for the first time, the National Newspaper of the Year
award welcomed submissions from Sunday newspapers alongside
daily editions. Contenders were asked to submit three consecutive
issues of a daily or Sunday newspaper to be judged for their
production and print quality, design, photography and editorial
content. Judges were also looking for strong sales and marketing
figures that demonstrated ongoing success in today’s tough financial
climate. The winning publication did just that. Although many of the
submissions were praised for their ‘market beating’ performances,
the winning entry proved that it had ‘clearly identified its market and
had been unswerving in catering to it.’

Winner

i
As one judge commented ‘The achievement of launching a quality
national in a declining market is remarkable. The concept of a concise
daily briefing at a great value price is obviously what a lot of readers
want. Add to that great design and great photography and it’s got to
be a winner.’

Highly Commended

The Times ‘Impressive, year on year ABC performance. A
comprehensive experience for the reader… creative, innovative,
great design.’

Commended

The Daily Telegraph An extensive package for just £2.50 – great
value!’ ‘High impact design with vivid photography.’
The Guardian ‘Market-beating performance while maintaining
exceptionally high standards of journalism.’
The Independent ‘Impeccable journalism – all killer, no filler. Superb
design and layout.’
The Sunday Telegraph ‘A brilliant value product… a big package,
wonderfully designed.’
The Sunday Times ‘Intelligently laid out supplements with excellent
editorial. Engaging design and great value for money.’
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The
Print
Awards

Regional Newspaper of the Year
The Aktrion Premier Award

In order to choose the Regional Newspaper of the Year, the
judging panel was asked to assess print quality over three
consecutive issues together with the commercial success
of the publication based on sales and distribution results.
Judges also examined how well the publication worked
for, and within, its community, its degree of success in
engaging with its local readership and whether it offered
good value for money.
Winner

Leicester Mercury
This, for one judge, was the ‘stand-out publication on the table’ with
many of the panel praising its extremely clean, superb printing and
origination. ‘An excellent package with great repro and nice colour
balance… clean and vibrant’. There was also praise for the paper’s
content ‘A good quality paper with engaging editorial and local news
that focuses very successfully on its community.’

Joint Highly Commended

The News, Portsmouth ‘Well-designed with superb content and
images.’
The Press and Journal, Aberdeen ‘Exceptionally well-printed, great
design and excellent value for money.’

Commended

Cambridge News ‘Bags of content with a quality finish.’
Eastern Daily Press ‘An excellent value product – clearly engaged with
by the community.’
Hull Daily Mail ‘A nicely busy paper, well-designed and printed with a
truly local feel.’
The Courier, Dundee ‘Fantastic quality with exceptional layout.’
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The
Print
Awards

International Newspaper of the Year
The Resolute Forest Products Premier Award

Always a strong and highly competitive category,
submissions for the international crown poured in from
Asia and South America as well as Europe and the UK
resulting in a hugely diverse range of titles. As in previous
years, the standard of submissions was very high resulting
in the judges searching for superlatives to best describe
the superb design, content and print quality of many of
the titles under scrutiny, particularly those from Germany,
which took first and second place. The winning publication
however, was praised unanimously by the panel that
described the title as a ‘beautiful product.’
Winner

Frankfurter Allgemeine Sonntagszeitung (Germany)
An outright winner with one judge concluding that ‘this is the best
quality we’ve seen all day – a superb combination of print quality,
immaculate design and picture selection.’ The panel was unanimous
in agreement that this was a superb publication and the best on
the table. Having won in successive years in 2012 and 2013, FAS has
reinstated itself as the worthy leader in this highly competitive
category.

Highly Commended

Welt am Sonntag (Germany) ‘Stunning. An ultra-modern feel in a
traditional format. For the cover price… an incredible achievement.’

Commended

Aftenposten Junior (Norway) ‘Vibrant and inviting. Amazing paper
stock and print quality.’
China Daily European Weekly ‘Excellent… an engaging product from
first to last page.’
Heilbronner Stimme (Germany) ‘Another great combination of print
quality and design.’
The Weekly Telegraph. ‘A product with punch and clarity.’
Saabrücker Zeitung (Germany) ’Excellent use of white space to
enhance crisp printing.’
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UK

Congratulations to all the winners
of the News Awards 2015

The richer and more varied the media world,
the more powerful it becomes as a communication medium.
People enjoy informative and entertaining
printed work, all the more so in our virtual age.
We wish you continuing success into the future
and congratulate you all on your excellence
within the industry.

WRH Global UK Ltd.
Unit 17, Harlow Mill Business Centre
Riverway, Harlow
Essex, CM20 2FD
Phone +44 (0)1279 635 657
info@wrh-global-uk.com
www.wrh-global-uk.com

The
Print
Awards

Weekly Newspaper of the Year
The WRH Global UK Award

This year, as in all previous years, the weekly newspaper
category attracted a huge number of submissions – a
broad range of publications that serve, engage with,
inform and champion their local communities. Asked to
judge the publications for production excellence together
with interesting and informative content, the panel was
generally impressed by the quality of the titles on the
table. Many of these were praised for their compelling
design, great print quality, high standard of journalism
and community campaigns and initiatives. The panel was
uniformly impressed too by the superb value offered by
many of the titles.
Winner

The Cumberland News
This publication was considered a true all-rounder by the panel.
‘Strong broadsheet news and features’, remarked one judge ‘with
well-targeted tabloid supplements.’ ‘Good circulation performance,
nicely laid out on bright stock with great quality printing’, added
another. There was also much praise for the paper’s great community
links and local charity work.

Highly Commended

The Impartial Reporter Many of the judges praised this publication
for its high quality printing and good local content, with one
describing it as ‘a beautiful paper’.

Commended

Bath Chronicle ‘Great value newspaper, with quality local content
that runs deep into the book.’
Cornish Guardian ‘Fantastic local content and great value – 200
pages for just £1.10!’
Ham & High ‘Excellent design and clean colours. In-depth reporting
combining with high production values to deliver superb value.’
Isle of Wight County Press ‘Good-looking and full of character, a
strong sense of community and excellent print quality.’
Medway Messenger ‘Its campaigns place it at the heart of the
community… great use of colour.’
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The
Print
Awards

National Supplement/Magazine of the Year
The Sun Chemical Award

This category never fails to elicit the highest praise from
the panel. Asked to judge the publications for content,
production and print excellence, the panel was presented
with a superb range of glossy, sophisticated, high-end
titles that were a delight to handle, look at and read.
Again this year, superlatives littered the score sheets with
adjectives such as ‘beautiful, exceptional and fabulous’
being ascribed to most of the titles. Very high scores were
awarded to the top two contenders but, with only a few
points between them, it was the 12 times previous winner
that reclaimed poll position. Also, the Telegraph Media
Group was commended for its vast array of ROP coldset
supplements entered into this category.

Winner

How To Spend It (Financial Times)
As one judge remarked ‘Outstanding quality year on year – a joy to
the eye!’ This level of praise was echoed by all the other judges who
applauded the publication for its stunning design, sophisticated
content and superb production values –‘quite remarkable, just
immaculate!’ The judge who declared it ‘back on top’ was spot on.

Highly Commended

Ultratravel (The Daily Telegraph) The winner last year and highly
praised and scored by the panel this year ‘A pristine, ultra-glossy,
aspirational product. Sublime.’

Commended

Event (The Mail on Sunday) ‘Great content, lovely reproduction.
Competes well in the market.’
FT Weekend Magazine ‘Intelligently done. Bold layout that works
superbly well.’
Luxury (The Daily Telegraph) ‘Vibrant, glossy and beautifully
produced’. ‘Perfectly targeted.’
ST (The Sunday Telegraph) ‘A fantastic balance of smart copy, images
and relevant ads.
You Magazine (The Mail on Sunday) Great content for middle
England, these guys really know their audience.
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The
Print
Awards

Regional Supplement/Magazine of the Year
The Precision Colour Printing Award

Due to continued growth in the regional supplement
market, this category attracted a huge number of
submissions again this year, including both coldset and
glossy titles. In the interests of fairness it was decided that
the category should acknowledge both magazines and
newsprint supplements and reward their achievements
with two separate awards. In both categories the panel
examined the hugely diverse range of titles, which could
be free, paid for, weekly, monthly or standalones for
excellence in design, content and printing.

Winner – Magazines

etc (Johnston Press)
A clear winner with many of the judges praising the title for its
looks, content and print quality. ‘A great looking product with superb
editorial and informative features.’ Several judges remarked that
given this was a free publication, its quality was remarkable.

Highly Commended

Cambridge Magazine (Cambridge Newspapers) ‘Simple and elegant.
High quality throughout… a superb magazine.’

Commended

Cornwall Today (Devon & Cornwall Media) ‘Stunning pictures,
engaging content and superb printing.’
Devon Life (Archant) ‘A great product, stylishly designed.’
Swansea Life (SWW Media) ‘Clear focus, successfully executed.
Editorial and sales working well together.’
The Journal (Hull Daily Mail) ‘A quality looking magazine – very well
printed.’

Winner – Coldset Supplement

Culture ( The Journal )
One judge described this publication as ‘a punchy events guide that
fits perfectly with the vibrant city it serves.’ Others agreed ‘Fresh,
funky and engaging with great images and rich colour.’

Joint Highly Commended

Breeze (The Irish News) ‘A strong commercial supplement with
uncluttered design with a fresh feel.’
The Guide 2 (TG Media Group) ‘A clear brief, identified and achieved.
An impressive product.’

Commended

Ham & High Property ‘A property supplement with a noticeable and
memorable difference.’
Weekend (Eastern Daily Press) ‘A compelling weekend product with
clear community interaction.’
Weekend (Express & Star) ‘Big and bold design. Eye-catching and
consistent.’
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The
Print
Awards

Niche Market Newspaper of the Year
The Newssolutions Award

A fantastic category to judge, though a hugely diverse one,
with the majority of publications demonstrating a superb
in-depth understanding of their market, whether that
be farmers, freight operators or fashionistas. With such
diversity on the table the panel focused on two criteria
– how successfully did the publication appeal to and
engage with its readership and how well was the content
supported by production quality. It was an extremely
closely fought battle between the top contenders with the
undeniable style of the winning publication finally edging
it into first position.

Winner

The Daily (London Fashion Week)
‘Given its subject matter this publication had to be very stylish – and
it is’. Praised for its beautifully designed layouts, savvy journalism
and great photography (both on the catwalk and behind the scenes),
the jury agreed that this publication serves its target market
fantastically well. A thoughtfully designed, beautifully-tailored
publication.

Highly Commended

Cage & Aviary Birds ‘Vibrant, punchy and fantastic all-round quality’.
‘Consistently well-printed with stunning front pages.’

Commended

Angling Times ‘Punchy, visual-lead with great photography and
combines news and features seamlessly.’
Church Times ‘Fresh and engaging with high production values and
an interesting read. Uncluttered appearance and nicely printed.’
Fishing News ‘High quality images give it a collectable value’. ‘Good,
informative editorial. ‘
MCN ‘Bold, confident design and great photography and great
quality throughout. ‘
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The
Digital
Awards

News Website of the Year
The Drag+drop Award

Judges were faced with a highly challenging task
when assessing this category as it was a record year
for entries. The panel was impressed with the level of
innovation and ingenuity on show, from hyperlocal sites
such as mywelshpool and The Lincolnite to digital-only
offerings such as The Huffington Post and VICE News to
heavyweight news sites that have emerged from printed
newspapers such The Telegraph and The Guardian. ‘The
sheer range and quality of sites on offer was
outstanding and made judging this category a real
pleasure’, said one judge.

Winner

The Guardian
Raising the bar again, ‘The Guardian continues to lead the way. With
every redesign, its user experience improves to a great extent and
its responsiveness is particularly impressive. It delivers excellent
features, fantastic products and strong digital revenue growth.’

Highly Commended

VICE News ‘The stand-out nominee’, according to a judge. ‘Breaks
the mould for news sites with its fresh approach to content creation,
content type and formats.’

Commended

The Huffington Post With its enormous community of bloggers, this
is an impressively curated site and its impact since launch has been
clear.
KentOnline ‘Fantastic growth in both users and commercials, with a
clear investment strategy in tech’.
i100 ‘A really good launch and a fresh take on mainstream newspaper
sites.’
London24 ‘A very confident product with strong audience values and
impressive advertiser relationships.’
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The
Digital
Awards

Digital Innovation of the Year
The Kodak Award

Another cracking year for this category, with a plethora
of innovative, ground-breaking entries. Judges felt that
news media organisations were getting to grips with the
importance of developing exciting digital innovations that
make sound commercial sense. Again the entries varied
hugely from hyperlocal initiatives to major projects geared
to helping facilitate digitally-led news operations.

Winner

Trinity Mirror Newsroom 3.1
The Newsroom 3.1 project has helped to create a media business
that is now fit for the future. ‘A bold move with huge rewards.’ ‘TM
is ripping up the book and inventing how news brands work with
content across print and digital.’

Highly Commended

London 24 ‘What a great example of cross-publisher co-operation to
deliver an enhanced and very personal service to customers.’

Commended

Bath Chronicle ‘A well thought-out idea and high-quality execution
from a smaller resourced business. An innovative use of young
peoples’ time.’
Birmingham Mail ‘A great example of how a local news brand can
own and lead on a national news story.’
The Times ‘A great example of innovation – finding new and better
ways to do things you already do.’
VICE News ‘They’re completely changing the view that younger
audiences aren’t interested in news. VICE has identified a gap that
has been filled with an edgy and new approach to coverage.’
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The
Digital
Awards

Best Use of User Generated Content
The Qmuli Award

A new award for 2015, judges were looking for a clear
strategy of how a news media organisation was
encouraging and enabling its readers to engage via their
own videos, text and photographs. In particular, judges
wanted to see entries that demonstrated the increasingly
valuable role of readers who are no longer passive
recipients but are now centre-stage in the constantly
shifting media landscape. The importance and growing
influence of UGC was clearly evident in the entries and
this category was very close-fought among the top six.

WINNER

The Guardian
One judge commented ‘Once again The Guardian continues to
innovate and lead by fantastic example, showing time and time
again how to harness UGC to improve their website.’ In particular,
judges singled out the exhibition created around The First World War
submissions that was seen as ‘excellent’.

HIGHLY COMMENDED

Evening Chronicle ‘The Alan Pardew P45 campaign demonstrated
brilliant fan interaction.’ Handing over control of the front page for
a story about a local football manager was seen by one judge as
‘simply inspired’.

COMMENDED

BBC ‘A very important and hot topic, rewarded by large user
interaction. Excellent use of data and multiple platforms.’
Liverpool Echo ‘Strong consistent engagement with UGC content’.
‘It’s relevant, real time and has great numbers’.
Midland News Association/Shropshire Star ‘Refreshing to see a
traditional news brand delivering innovative and pioneering ways to
engage their audiences.’
Pocklington Post ‘Using UGC, they have increased print copy sales as
well as digital audiences – fantastic!’
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Awards

News App of the Year
The PCS Award

One judge felt that this category is a fascinating area
with apps effectively being the digital world equivalent
of home delivery or print title subscriptions. Readers are
shown to access considerably more content per month
than casual desktop or mobile site browsers. Therefore
finding solutions that monetise this loyal audience
is rapidly becoming the holy grail for news media
organisations. There was a very clear winner that one
judge described as ‘faultless’.

Winner

The Guardian
The design and detail of the user experience is impressive and
includes subtle movements with every touch and lovely easing on
the menu and page swipes. ‘The design, layout, navigation and user
experience are excellent and are designed specifically for mobile.’
One judge summed it up ‘Beautiful and elegant, I just love it.’

Highly Commended

The Times/Sunday Times ‘Simply fantastic. All of the great content
that The Times and Sunday Times are famous for, delivered in an
easy-to-navigate and fast-to-download app. A real credit to The
Times brands.’

Commended

The Huffington Post ‘This app really gets how people use mobile.
Easy to use, great UI, excellent content and delivery.’
FT Simple, effective and functional. ‘Feels like a natural extension of
their web and paper products.’
FT/Spritz ‘Kind of cool and I love that they’re trying to be so
innovative’, said one judge. A fascinating innovation as ‘wearables’ is
clearly the next big development.
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Most Innovative Use of Mobile Technology
The ProImage Eversify Award

With more than 1.5 billion smartphones and a growing
array of mobile devices from tablets and phones to the
burgeoning wearables market, the importance of mobile
technology must be seen as vital to the successful delivery
of news media. Introduced for the first time in 2015, judges
were puzzled as to why this category did not seem to fully
capture the interest from the market. Although mobile
would appear to be on everyone’s agenda, perhaps it’s still
a little early to expect a large volume of entries. However,
judges were impressed with the level of innovation on
offer from the entries submitted.

Winner

fastFT with Spritz
Creating a newsfeed optimised to a smartwatch shows true
innovation. ‘This positions the FT as a cutting-edge business which
will appeal to its audience.’ The early entry into the ‘wearables’ space
is to be commended and there is little doubt this will be ‘the next big
thing’ in digital communications.

Highly Commended

Oxford Mail One judge said ‘The use of WhatsApp is very forward
thinking. A good example of bringing the news to your door in the
era of mobile.’ A noteworthy piece of innovation.

Commended

i100 ‘Good use of mobile user experience and a great understanding
of how social defines a lot of mobile content consumption.’
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Best Use of Advertising Technology
The FaR Partners Award

Another new category for 2015, judges were looking
for technology that is automating and improving the
efficiency of the advertising process. The ad-tech market
is one of the fastest-growing parts of the news media
sector. In short, the winner was going to be the supplier or
user demonstrating the smartest and most commercially
successful use of ad-tech. Judges felt that many of the
entries could have been enhanced with more actual
evidence of success. ‘We need to stop being so secretive
and share success for the good of the whole industry,’
remarked one judge.

Winner

Rubicon Project – advertising automation cloud platform for
publishers
A worthy winner, though just a few points ahead of its closest rival,
with judges agreeing the cloud-based platform entry stood out
because it truly underlined one of the industry’s biggest challenges
– how to increase yields. The Rubicon Project’s deal-making product
for private marketplaces highlighted its system’s ability to increase
CPMs by 3-5 times. ‘A great example of how ad-tech can drive up
yield via programmatic tools’.

Highly Commended

PCS – self-service ad platform Impressive stats backed this entry,
which ‘demonstrated a clear and compelling use of technology, to
benefit the commercial success of users.’ ‘A powerful solution’, said
judges.

Commended

Cumbrian Newspapers/ Drag+drop – augmented reality advertising
Solid concept, new dimension with augmented reality enhancing
traditional print. ‘Great idea and a good strategic development’.
FT – cost per hour advertising Billed as a new currency, one hour
blocks of audience time, with a minimum five seconds exposure
time. Judges loved the way the FT has changed the metrics to time
and viewability.
Lineup Systems – cross platform advertising platform Described as
a ‘solid system,’ Adpoint is a web-based multi-channel ad-booking
system solution providing streamlined operations across sales, CRM,
booking, invoicing to analytics in a modular way.
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Brand Partnership of the Year
The PJ Award

Companies are increasingly seeking to harness the full
power of a news media publisher’s print and digital
portfolio. In this category, new for 2015, judges were
looking for entries that demonstrated how a publisher
had worked creatively and strategically with a brand
to communicate its message and engage with the
newspapers digital and print audience. Judges declared
that almost all entries really did hit the brief.

Winner

The Guardian/Unilever Project Sunlight
This entry stormed to victory, commanding top marks from all but
two judges. Unilever sought to double the size of its business while
reducing its environmental footprint and increasing social impact. It
teamed up with The Guardian in March 2014 to create the Live Better
Challenge. ‘Brilliantly delivered’, declared judges, ‘totally appropriate
to both brands. A shared ethos. Strong interaction and great results.
A clear winner that was ‘outstanding, slick and brilliantly executed.’

Highly Commended:

London 24/Honest John, Renault UK Superb initiative to significantly
raise awareness of Renault’s flagship electric car among London
residents, the campaign drew on the strengths of Archant’s portfolio
of 14 trusted local London newspapers and London24 website. ‘A truly
impactful and innovative brand partnership between Archant and
Renault, with impressive results.’

Commended
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Eastern Daily Press/Richardsons Boating Holidays ‘Fantastic print
quality content, highly successful commercial results. ‘More digital
extensions would have made this a real top spot contender.’
The Telegraph/MediaCom Beyond Advertising – Audi, The Road
to Le Mans Narrowly missing the runner-up spot. ‘Great content
and superb use of video’. Brilliant association of Audi for racing
enthusiasts.’
The Sunday Times/ Waitrose For the first time in News UK’s history,
an eight-page fold-out super panorama ad appeared in The Sunday
Times to showcase Waitrose’s Christmas Hero products. ‘Innovative
and delivered results’.
You Magazine/Clarins ‘Very well planned, highly focused and well
executed with very strong results. Great cross-platform activity’.
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Commercial Advertising Initiative of the Year
The Adstream Award

Advertising remains the lifeblood of any news media
organisation. With new print and digital technologies,
publishers and media businesses are working with clients
to create new and exciting cross-platform commercial
advertising. Judges praised some high levels of smart
thinking on expanding the services of the newspaper and
improvement in the tracking of performance of press ads.
But judges would have liked to have seen much more in
the way of proven success and creative thinking. ‘Hard
facts and figures would have greatly improved some of
the entries.’

Winner

Trinity Mirror Solutions/ Department of Work and Pensions
Working closely together on a 10-month campaign to promote the
automatic enrolment of workplace pensions, this initiative leveraged
the strengths of 11 regional news brands, five national news brands,
a magazine publisher, Twitter, and a bespoke website. A clear winner,
judges praised a ‘great strategy and execution that was spot on’
with great use of social and digital media for a campaign that was
genuinely educational’.

Highly Commended

The Telegraph/ MediaCom Beyond Advertising – Audi, The Road to
Le Mans
A second showing in newsawards 2015 for this excellent creative
with great videos adding huge value to newspaper ads. ‘Strong
execution of a well tested idea.’

Commended

BuzzFeed/ Foster’s Lager ‘Good strategy and good native content
with nice links with a mainstream campaign.’
Midland News Association/ Express & Star ‘MNA’s digital response
package is a really smart way to educate the region’s market in
digital; and position themselves as an agency to maintain control of
the client relationship.’
Trinity Mirror Solutions/ Kellogg’s Narrowly missing the runner-up
spot, this branded partnership was ‘on message for the company and
executed well with strong creatives’.
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